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The Authentication System of Expansive Training for the Cultivation of Student
Quality(ASETCSQ) is an important part for building the information management
system in universities. The management of Expansive Training to the Cultivation of
Student Quality’s becoming more intelligent and networked plays a crucial role of the
realization of modernization and informatization of academic administration.
However, there are many universities adopting paper certificates as the only basis of
the certification of diathesis development. This way of management will bring about
many defects such as difficulties to count accredited programs, the irregularity of
certification and irreparable lost, etc, and it leads to many difficulties to the
certification work. But with the help of the authentication system of Expansive
Training to the Cultivation of Student Quality, education administrators can carry
out a series of diathesis development activities students take part in while in
universities and it can greatly improves work efficiency.
The dissertation analyses the requirements of ASETCSQ and comes up with
feasible solutions on the basis of learning the plan on Expansive Training to the
Cultivation of Student Quality. Before carrying out the system, the paper first
introduces the design thought of developing the system and the network technology
it needs, and decides the design idea of oriented object, technique standard of J2EE
and Web Service, etc. as technical solutions. In the end of the dissertation, it mainly
discusses how to apply the J2EE technology to design the whole framework of
ASETCSQ. The author uses the Web Service interface technology, DAO access
modes and data persistent technology etc. to solve the problem of cross-school
resources sharing of ASETCSQ. And the author uses the design idea of J2EE
multi-layer architecture to divide ASETCSQ into the presentation layer, the business
logic layer and the data services layer, at the same time describes technical methods to
realize those layers.
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第三章 面向对象思想与 J2EE 简介。介绍面向对象软件设计的核心思想和
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